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Introduction
Oracle databases are the heart and soul of millions of mission-critical applications worldwide. These are
applications that cannot tolerate much in the way of downtime or lose any data ever. Examples include:
e-commerce, financial transactions, ERP, supply chain management, CRM, etc. The database
administrators (DBA) know this and take their responsibilities very seriously.
Regrettably, the state-of-the-art for Oracle Database protection has been insufficient to meet the DBA’s
mission-critical requirements. It falls short in many ways, including too much data that can be lost from a
system failure, backups that are too slow, recovery times that are excessively long, crash vs. application
consistency, no end-to-end visibility, inability to control the backup/recovery processes (often controlled
by storage admins), and more. These challenges have made DBAs increasingly frustrated with the data
protection “solutions” available--until now.
To alleviate this thorny data protection problem for DBAs, Oracle developed Recovery Manager (RMAN).
RMAN came out as a built-in utility with Oracle 8 and has been continuously enhanced with each new
Oracle Database release. RMAN facilitates and simplifies Oracle Database backups, restores, recoveries,
disaster recoveries, as well as high availability. It comes with a GUI (graphical user interface), a CLI
(command line interface), and an API that enables third-party data protection products to integrate with
RMAN. Most of the well-known and many less well renowned data protection products in the market
claim Oracle RMAN integration.
However, integration is not a simple binary process. The level and degree of integration varies by
product, as does the adherence to Oracle’s SBT API (for integration with RMAN). What a vendor considers
as “RMAN integrated,” can certainly fail to meet DBA’s data protection requirements.
This paper examines in detail the DBA’s frustrating issues surrounding Oracle Database data protection;
why third-party RMAN integration has proven to be limited; and how Oracle is now taking matters into its
own hands with its Zero Data Loss Recovery Appliance (Recovery Appliance).
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Fundamental Oracle Database Data Protection Issues
Data protection for Oracle Database has always been challenging. As mentioned in the introduction,
Oracle databases are at the heart of millions of mission-critical applications. By definition a missioncritical application should always deliver high up-time, minimal outages, and the smallest amount of data
loss in the event of a system failure, human error, human malevolence, site disaster, or natural disaster.
Mission-critical application outages incur substantial damage to the organization frequently resulting in
far greater financial losses than the cost of mitigating or eliminating those outages. It makes sense then
to mitigate or if possible eliminate those potential outages. However, arranging to keep mission-critical
applications available close to 100% of the time is costly. And most organizations simply do not have the
budgets or people resources required to make it so.
That necessitates tradeoffs between mission-critical application uptime vs. data protection cost and
generally results in the deployment of less than optimal general-purpose data protection systems with
these repercussions:
•

Greater potential for data loss exposure from an outage and missed “recovery point objectives”
(RPO) or colloquially known as the time gaps between data protection events;

•

Slow data backup performance—the speed in which data is copied, captured, replicated, and
protected;

•

Slow data recovery—how long does it take to get the mission critical application up, running,
online, and accessible typically referred to as “recovery time objective” or RTO;

•

Limited end-to-end visibility as to what data has been protected, where the backups reside
throughout their lifecycle, and verification that the backups can indeed be successfully
recovered.

•

Need for extensive communication, cooperation, and coordination of data protection processes
among the Oracle DBA, data protection or backup administrator; storage administrator, network
administrator, business continuity/disaster recovery administrator, archive administrator, and
increasingly, the compliance administrator;

•

Much too high total cost of data protection and valued personnel resources.

These issues are the ultimate root cause of DBA’s data protection frustration. Here is why.
❍ Oracle Recovery Manager (RMAN) Requirement
All Oracle Database data protection efforts must start with RMAN. RMAN is the comprehensive built-in
native Oracle Database utility that enables effective online (a.k.a. hot) backup, restores and recovery of
Oracle Databases. It takes care of all of the underlying Oracle Database processes to ensure that the data
is backed up and recovered in an application consistent manner. RMAN metadata of the backed up
Oracle Database instance is stored in the control file and optionally (recommended) in the recovery
catalog, which can be browsed and leveraged during restores. Three RMAN crucial efficiency components
are its block change tracking or BCT (as the name implies BCT tracks and records all Oracle Database file
block changes enabling backups to simply query the tracking file to incrementally backup the changed
blocks versus reading all of the files to locate the changed blocks); block corruption detection in both
backups and restores; and compression. RMAN management is via Oracle Enterprise Manager or with a
command line interface (CLI). RMAN is table stakes today for Oracle Database data protection.
❍ Where General Purpose Data Protection Solutions Come Up Short
There are many general-purpose data protection solutions.
categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

These solutions generally fall into five

File backup and restore;
Virtual machine (VM) backup and recovery;
VM replication;
Storage system snapshot and replication;
Target deduplication storage system or source-side deduplication with agent;
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Each has significant Oracle Database backup and restore issues that frustrate DBAs. Not all products have
all of the issues discussed. Like all generalizations there are exceptions.
•

File Backup and Restore

File backup in a general-purpose backup application, is commonly used for backup and restore of the
infrastructure, which includes file system data, applications (e.g. databases) and Virtual Machines in
heterogeneous environments. Most commercial file backup products have integrated with Oracle’s SBT
API to communicate with RMAN. File backup has been traditionally popular because it backs up so many
different types of servers, operating systems, file systems, end points, hypervisors, and databases or
structured applications.
File backup and restore typically works with Oracle Database
as follows. An agent (small piece of software) along with the
application’s SBT Library is installed with each Oracle
Database instance. A media server, which is also known as a
backup server, tells the agent to backup the Oracle Database
instance if they have embedded RMAN scripts or the DBA
may invoke the backup/restore operation via the RMAN
interface. The backup application’s media server then stores
the backup on disk or tape. The media server frequently also
deduplicates1 and compresses the backups or, depending on
the backup application, deduplication can occur on the
database server.
This file backup and restore methodology has several severe
problems that truly frustrate DBAs. First and foremost are
the agents. Most backup and restore data protection
software requires an RMAN agent to be co-resident with the
Oracle Database. Each RMAN agent must be managed just
like any other piece of software. As the backup agents aren't
managed by the database or DBA, storage or backup admins must keep the software up-to-date and
synchronized with the latest RMAN releases to be able to take advantage of the RMAN capabilities. And,
like any software, it has to be patched, hot-fixed, and upgraded. There is always a time lag, sometimes
quite a long time lag, between the latest RMAN release and an updated agent that can optimally utilize it.
Agents additionally require system administrative privileges that typically makes many (but not all) of
them application disruptive. Application disruptive agents require a system reboot for installation,
patches, hot-fixes, and upgrades. Mission critical applications (and when are Oracle Database
applications not mission critical?) do not handle downtime disruptions well. Those downtime disruptions
must be scheduled, usually on a weekend. And, when the RMAN agents are performing their backups,
they seize and consume precious CPU, memory, and IO resources that become unavailable to the Oracle
Database and impact performance.
Another non-trivial issue with those agents is when the Oracle Database is running on Exadata, Exalytics,
or SuperCluster Engineered Systems. Oracle allows those third party RMAN agents to be implemented
and run on the Engineered Systems although with restrictions. When it comes to the media server
software, Oracle explicitly does not support it and that software cannot use Engineered Systems storage
as a target. This means when there are issues with the backup and restore software or third-party RMAN
agents (and there are always issues), the responsibility for fixing them belongs to the software supplier
and customer, not Oracle.
File backup and restore are moreover hampered by a severely limited recovery point objective (RPO). The
RPO is the length of time since the last backup, which can be hours, or more likely, a full day. That is
simply too long for those mission-critical applications based on the Oracle Database. Long RPOs can
1

Deduplication technologies provide limited results when utilized with Oracle Databases because the majority of Oracle Database
headers are unique.
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prolong an Oracle Database recovery by several hours. This is because the DBA has to recreate the
missing gap in the backed up data. Recreating that missing data is non-trivial requiring extensive and
arduous manually labor-intensive tasks.
Backups are multiple processes that require a great deal of time. Backup administrators following best
practices historically run full Oracle Database backups once a week, incremental backups daily, and
archived log backup periodically throughout the day. Each backup set is deduplicated and compressed
before being written to disk assuming inline deduplication thereby adding time to the backup. While they
can achieve some level of deduplication for a full backup, incremental backup deduplication ratios would
be minimal, if any, and no deduplication can be achieved for archived log backups. In an attempt make up
for slow individual Oracle Database backups, the media server will try to backup multiple Oracle Database
instances (each with its own agent) in parallel. That doesn’t speed up the backups of each individual
Oracle Database and often slows each down somewhat; however, the backup performance in aggregate is
faster. But, when those Oracle Database instances run on the same physical host in virtual machines
(VMs) or containers, backup performance plummets. Each backup draws on the same host resources
(CPU, memory, IO) in the same timeframe slowing completion of each backup so significantly that they
can and do fail. Longer, not shorter, backup windows and greater probabilities of backup failures is not
what DBAs are seeking.
Retention management is yet another problem Oracle DBAs continually run into. When the retention is
set and managed by the backup software, the DBA shouldn’t have to worry about retention. But they do
because the backup software will delete backups when they have reached the end of their retention
period without any consideration for Oracle Database recoverability.
Restoring Oracle Databases from file backups typically has the longest recovery point objectives of all data
protection options today. This is because there are multiple backups that must be restored and then
recovered, otherwise known as multiple passes. The first pass is restoring the latest full backup. The next
pass is to restore the oldest incremental backup. Each subsequent pass is for each additional incremental
backup. And finally there are restore passes for the archived log backups. Bringing the Oracle Database
recovery up to the desired point-in-time requires applying each incremental backup and archived log
backup to the full backup on the database server. This process is significantly extended and delayed when
the backups have been deduplicated and/or compressed. This is because they must first be rehydrated
and uncompressed before being restored. This generally straightforward simple process of reading and
rehydrating (uncompressing and un-deduplicating) the Oracle data from the media server is
comparatively slow and gets slower as the amount of data stored grows. Recovering multiple Oracle
Database instances in parallel slows that process that much more due to the additional demands on the
deduplication and/or compression database.
These are not the only Oracle Database file backup and restore issues; however, they are the most
aggravating ones. Not all file backup and recovery products have every one of these problems. Yet, it is
difficult to find any that have none. As a result, DBAs are generally less than thrilled with traditional file
backup and restore products for Oracle Database data protection.
•

VM Backup and Recovery

Running Oracle Databases in virtual machines (VMs) has become increasingly popular, even though Oracle
recommends against this practice based on the Oracle Database performance degradation from the
hypervisor overhead. The major reason DBAs and users do it anyway is for the increased Oracle Database
availability and data protection options at what is perceived as a relatively low cost. It’s pretty simple to
move a VM and its data storage around locally or between data centers. Most of the VM backup and
recovery software in the market is aimed at VMware vSphere, VMware ESXi, and Microsoft Hyper-V
hypervisors. The key functionality VM administrators embrace is the ability to mount a VM in seconds or
minutes on a different host or the backup media server without recovering it. In this case the Oracle
Database does not have to be recovered, simply brought up. Generally, the software systems also can
capture a physical host running the Oracle Database image then convert it to a VM image, and mount it
on the media/backup server when there is an outage. VM administrators like this type of data protection
because of the very short RTOs. Oracle DBAs tend not to like it nearly as much for the problems it causes:
6
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1.

Perhaps the biggest problem is that it requires Oracle Database to be run in a VM. VMware and
Microsoft hypervisors consume as much as a 30% on the server resources. That’s up to 30% of
the system resources NOT available to the Oracle Database and significant performance
degradation to those mission-critical applications depending on Oracle Database.

2.

VM backups leverage the hypervisor’s snapshot capabilities to obtain a backup via the
hypervisor’s API. Each time a snapshot is taken it quiesces the VM (i.e. stops all Oracle Database
operations) then seizes significant host resources to capture a snapshot. That resource hogging
limits the number of snapshots that viably can be taken on any given VM within the hypervisor.
The result is relatively longer RPOs ranging from several hours to as much as 24 hours. RPOs of
that length are frequently unacceptable for mission critical applications running on an Oracle
Database. As the number of VMs expands within the hypervisor so too does the time it takes to
snap and replicate them for data protection, swelling the
backup window. Additionally, Oracle Databases can’t
determine the recoverability validity of a VM snap.

3.

When the Oracle Database VM is mounted on the media
server, it is in all likelihood going to suffer huge
performance degradation. That media/backup server is
doing double duty hosting all of the VMs and continuing
to do backups and media management. Media/backup
servers are sized for the data protection requirements.
Sizing it to do both data protection and the occasional
VM hosting to run at the required performance levels is
normally deemed too costly and may not be even
possible. The underlying premise that DBAs will find it
acceptable running the Oracle Database VM in degraded
mode for some period of time is rarely true. Remember
the performance of an Oracle Database VM is already
degraded. Running it even more degraded is not a
pleasant experience.

4.

This methodology also requires an agent with all of the
problems they entail as previously discussed, to ensure
RMAN integration and application consistency (the exception is when Oracle Database is running
in a Microsoft Windows VM and VSS is enabled.) Agents further degrade Oracle Database
performance.

5.

Another highly irritating issue is the cost. Not necessarily the cost of the data protection solution
itself, rather the additional Oracle licensing costs it demands. Based on the Oracle Master
Agreement (OMA) when the Oracle Database runs as VM, it must be licensed either by the
number of seats or the number of sockets. Oracle does not recognize hypervisor based soft
partitioning even if the hypervisor limits the number of CPUs. If the hypervisor is clustered,
Oracle must be licensed for the total number of sockets in the cluster. It additionally needs to be
licensed for the media/backup server.

To summarize why DBAs tend not to like VM based data protection, it demands lower Oracle Database
performance upfront, inadequate RPOs, disrupts ongoing Oracle Database operations, utilizes too many
host resources, impacting mission-critical applications running on Oracle Database, when recovered
(mounted on the media server) performance is even more degraded, third party software agents, and
finally it costs much too much in additional Oracle Database licensing and infrastructure..
•

VM Replication
An alternative to VM backup and recovery is VM replication.
It doesn’t solve the “running at degraded performance in a
VM” objection, or the higher Oracle Database licensing
costs, but it does solve the RPO and RTO issues and
eliminates agents. VM replication essentially time stamps
7
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and replicates every write between a VM running Oracle Database with another VM on another host
(locally or remote). The replication is either synchronous or asynchronous and can be considered
analogous to synchronous or asynchronous storage mirroring. If the former, the Oracle Database in both
VMs are synchronized at all times. No data is ever lost between the two providing an RPO of near zero.
The Oracle Database can be rolled back to any point in time. If the VM replication is asynchronous, there
is the possibility of a few transactions or small amount of data that could be lost meaning that the RPO is
small but noticeable. RTOs on the other hand are instantaneous. The replicated Oracle Database VM is in
standby mode. No recovery is necessary. Users are simply redirected to the now live VM.
However, the total cost of this data protection alternative is enormously high. Not only are the Oracle
Database licensing costs higher than VM backup and recovery (Oracle licensing must include the
replicated site), the entire server infrastructure must be duplicated. This means the DBA gets pretty good
data protection but at a seriously degraded Oracle Database performance and enormously higher cost. If
this level of data protection (zero RPO and very quick RTO) is required for the Oracle Database, Oracle
Data Guard is both more integrated and more effective.
•

Storage Snapshot and Replication

A popular Oracle Database data protection option is
the use of the connected storage snapshot and
replication capabilities. Most storage systems today
have what is called “zero capacity snapshots”. Zero
capacity snapshots either use redirect-on-write (ROW)
or copy-on-write (COW) with thin provisioning, to
essentially consume nominal capacity for each
snapshot. Snapshots provide pointers to the data or
metadata, as it existed, at the point-in-time (PIT) when
the snapshot was taken. Snapshots are not actual
copies of the data and must be replicated to another
storage system (or cloud storage) to protect against
storage system failures.
RTOs with storage snapshots and replication are quite
good. Oracle Database images and data are not
recovered; they are once again simply mounted—
usually in minutes. But storage snapshotting and
replication have several severe issues when it comes
to mission-critical applications and the Oracle
Database.
There are quite a few misconceptions about storage system snapshots. The conventional wisdom is that
because storage snapshots are fast and consume nominal storage capacity that they also must consume
nominal system resources. Conventional wisdom is incorrect. Snapshots are processing and memory
intensive. This is why storage systems tend to limit the number of snapshots that can be taken. This in
turn limits the Oracle Database RPO. And it is also why when a storage snapshot is being taken and
consuming system resources, the Oracle Database performance degrades. Even though each snapshot is
relatively quick, the Oracle Database is not the only data being snapped. There will be snapshots of other
volumes, LUNs, or VVOLs occurring consistently throughout the day. And each one affects system
performance. Storage administrators attempting to reduce application and Oracle Database performance
degradation will take fewer snapshots. Fewer snapshots equal longer RPOs. Keep in mind that most
storage system snapshots are not integrated with RMAN making them crash consistent (the snapshot
image is the same as if the power suddenly cut off from the host running the Oracle Database and it
simply crashed,) but not application consistent (the snapshot image is of a complete orderly Oracle
Database the same as if it were shut down in an orderly state). Recovering from crash consistent
snapshots can mean a very long RTO for the DBA based on the additional time required to fix likely
corruptions in the Oracle Database. Storage snapshots provide the DBA no visibility into the whether or
8
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not a given snapshot is sound and consistent until it is mounted. And the storage snapshots do not have
Oracle Database-aware validation.
One of the newer methodologies to provide Oracle Database application consistency with storage system
snapshots is to pair it with file backup/restore and its Oracle Database RMAN agents. In this
methodology, the agent is integrated with RMAN and manages the storage snapshot through the media
server (there are variations where the media server is built into a storage system or where it is part of a
separate appliance). Today this is called “Copy Data Management”. The agent works through RMAN to
make sure the Oracle Database is in a consistent state before the snapshot is taken.
Unfortunately, Copy Data Management adds significant complexity to the Oracle Database data
protection process as well as another supplier into the mix making troubleshooting that much more
challenging. Once again agents (with all of their sundry issues) are required for every Oracle Database
instance. And more distressing to the DBA is that there is no end-to-end visibility or recoverability
verification.
1.

Oracle DBAs have other considerable problems with this storage centric data protection
approach. Cost is chief among them. Although there is no additional Oracle Database licensing,
there are substantial costs in additional storage systems and additional capacity for the replicas
as well as the storage software licenses. Utilizing additional file backup and recovery software
and their agents adds to that cost.

2.

Another is the communications delay to the DBA from the storage administrator when the
storage snapshot or replication fails (and yes there are failures from time-to-time) from the
storage administrator to the DBA. When the DBA is informed promptly he/she can help correct
the situation in short order. When days go by before they’re informed it becomes too late to fix
it.

3.

Recovering a transaction, table, row, or column requires mounting the entire database and file
system.

Ultimately storage snapshots and replication are desirable for the storage administrator for their
simplicity and undesirable for the DBA for the reasons stated above.
•

Target Deduplication Storage System with Source-side Deduplication Agents

Target deduplication storage systems with source-side deduplication agents are a bit of hybrid between
file backup and storage. The source-side deduplication agent’s responsibilities are to integrate with
Oracle RMAN, grab the full and/or incremental backup, and deduplicate that data utilizing the protected
host’s cycles. It then sends it to the target deduplication storage system with the deduplicated metadata.
The target deduplication storage system globally deduplicates
that data against other stored data on the system whether it be
from that Oracle Database, other Oracle Databases, or other
applications. For several years this Oracle Database data
protection methodology was very popular especially with
Enterprise accounts. That popularity has been declining rapidly
primarily as the result of several highly aggravating issues it
creates for DBAs.
Source-side deduplication agents have the same problems as
the agents previously discussed, just worse. The source-side
deduplication agent consumes considerably more host
resources with each backup because of that deduplication. The
source-side deduplication is offloading the resources from the
target deduplication storage to the Oracle Database host. The
deduplication process compares every single block being backed
up against previously backed up blocks even if they are all
unique blocks. That resource intensity limits the number of
times backups to the target deduplication storage system can
reasonably occur. This limits the backups to about once day and
9
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RPOs with a potential of losing 24 hours’ worth of mission-critical data. (NOTE: Oracle archived logs are
backed up a bit more frequently since they consume minimal amounts of storage capacity.) That
significant RPO gap is undesirable to mission-critical applications, Oracle Database(s), and the DBAs that
manage them.
The third-party RMAN agent in source-side deduplication is also relatively slow at transmitting the data
from the Oracle Database to the target deduplication storage system. Backups of larger Oracle Databases
run into double-digit hours frequently extending outside the backup window. This is perplexing to DBAs
since the vendor’s stated figures appear to be relatively fast often quoting dozens to hundreds of TBs per
hour of throughput. Unfortunately, it is common practice for vendors to claim performance numbers that
are not actual real data throughput but rather equivalent data throughput. Equivalent data throughput is
based on projected data deduplication reduction ratios. For example: if the data deduplication ratio is
30:1, then the actual data throughput performance rate of 1TB per hour is reported as an equivalent
throughput rate of 30TB per hour. The deduplication ratios utilized tend to be based on the best possible
deduplication scenario. The scenario most commonly used is comparing backing up the entire Oracle
Database every single day. This is a far-fetched comparison not grounded in reality.
Target deduplication storage systems with source-side deduplication agents have a problem in that the
Oracle Database does not deduplicate well because the vast majority of its headers are unique, as are
other Oracle Database components such as redo logs. This is exacerbated by RMAN incremental backup
that forwards only the changed blocks. This greatly reduces much in potential duplication. Deduplicating
full Oracle Database backups typically gets less than a 4:1 data reduction ratio. The effective throughput
is closer then to a much more sedate 2TB per hour. There is no huge 3rd party deduplication magic when
it comes to Oracle Databases. (NOTE: That disappointing data reduction ratio is not the case for Oracle’s
own integrated and database-aware compression technologies such as Hybrid Columnar Compression—
HCC—which reduces Oracle Database data from 10x to as much as 50x.) This minimal deduplication ratio
is further reduced when the Oracle Database data is encrypted, an Oracle best practice for data security,
since each block is unique.
Oracle Database recoveries from target deduplication storage systems are demonstrably and enormously
slower than the backups. Recoveries require reading and rehydrating the data from the target
deduplication storage system. Rehydration takes a lot of time and the rehydration process cannot be
offloaded to the host doing the restore. Transmitting that rehydrated data back to the Oracle Database
takes additional time. Recoveries become slower as the capacity of the target deduplication storage
system is consumed over time. This is the reason that so few of the suppliers delivering target
deduplication storage systems with source-side deduplication agents actually report their recovery
throughput numbers. EMC, for example, stopped reporting restore rates for Data Domain several years
ago. This methodology has some of if not the slowest RTOs. Additionally, the source-side deduplication
agents have the same problems as legacy backup and recovery agents. The processes for doing full
backups once a week plus incrementals every day is also quite similar. That makes restore and recovery
multi-pass operations. Restore the last full backup first and then incrementals, which must be applied
until there is a complete recovery, resulting in extremely long RTOs.
Some target deduplication storage systems support a fixed limited number of concurrent backup data
streams. That limit will cause excessive backup data streams above the limitation to be dropped. When
that happens, the backups fail, and there is no notification to the DBA.
Target deduplication storage systems are quite expensive as suppliers charge a premium versus standard
NAS or SAN storage systems. And in order to protect the mission-critical application data against the
possibility of a target deduplication storage system failure requires a duplicate system with equal or more
capacity. In other words twice the cost. Ultimately, target deduplication storage systems with their
source-side deduplication agents are a costly, marginally effective data protection methodology that
frustrate the DBA and are inadequate for Oracle Database and their mission-critical applications.
❍ Overview and Review
None of the current data protection solutions for mission-critical applications that depend on Oracle
Database come close to meeting the DBA’s requirements. See Table 1.
This is why Oracle developed the “Zero Data Loss Recovery Appliance” or Recovery Appliance.
10
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The Oracle Solution: Recovery Appliance
Oracle’s Zero Data Loss Recovery Appliance (Recovery Appliance) is the first
engineered system specifically designed to solve the data protection problems of
mission-critical applications running on Oracle Database. No one is better qualified
to solve this problem than Oracle. In fact, the same group that developed the Oracle
Database and RMAN also developed the Recovery Appliance.
The Recovery Appliance is uniquely engineered and tightly integrated, hand-in-glove,
with all of RMAN’s complete capabilities. Something that is simply not possible for
all other data protection applications because they do not have access to the Oracle
Database IP and source code. The Recovery Appliance is not just the storage target,
but effectively partners with RMAN in the data protection process. In fact, the
Recovery Appliance additionally offloads the vast majority of backup processing from
the database server. These include the non-trivial resource intensive processes such
as compression, backup deletion, validation, and maintenance operations. Precious
mission-critical application server resources are therefore not spent on data protection; rather they are
saved and utilized to increase Oracle Database performance. That engineered partnership between
Oracle Database, RMAN, and the Recovery Appliance delivers application consistent recovery with subsecond RPO and for DBAs end-to-end visibility, management, and control.
Fast backup is a given with the Recovery Appliance due to delta push (delta as in “changed data”) and
scalable high system bandwidth. Delta push has two distinct components; RMAN incremental foreverbackup strategy and real-time redo transport for continuous data protection. Delta push sends only new
or changed Oracle Database blocks to the Recovery Appliance. That unique Oracle integration between
the protected Oracle Database and the Recovery Appliance has additional efficiency optimizations, which
eliminate the read or backup of committed, undo and unused blocks. That significantly reduces the
amount of data to be backed up, puts much less data on the network reducing bandwidth requirements,
makes the backups faster, and reduces the amount storage consumed.
The Recovery Appliance is the first data protection system that accelerates production Oracle Database
performance by up to 25% at no additional cost. It’s a built-in benefit of the Recovery Appliance. It
uniquely does this by offloading the Oracle Database backup functions from the production database to
the Recovery Appliance. Accomplishing that same 25% Oracle Database acceleration without the
Recovery Appliance, costs as much as 10 times more than that of a single Recovery Appliance. Costs that
come from additional resources in compute, storage, networking, cables, transceivers, conduit, rack
space, floor space, power, cooling, operations, management, etc.
And that’s just for one Oracle
Database. Those costs escalate rapidly as the number of database instances grows.
The result delivers an effective incremental forever backup strategy with virtual full restore capability and
RPO of <1 second for mission-critical applications that depend on the Oracle Database. A virtual full
backup is created in the Recovery Appliance catalog for each RMAN incremental received and it appears
as a normal LEVEL 0 backup in RMAN LIST/REPORT catalog queries. This means that even though the
Recovery Appliance receives only changes, it is continually ready to return a full database copy.
The scalable high bandwidth comes from a hardware architecture leveraging the Exadata hardware
platform 2 . Oracle Database backup performance starts at 12TB/hr actual data throughput per full
Recovery Appliance rack which equates into 120TB/hr of effective virtual full backups in a single rack. The
effective rate is the equivalent throughput to backup full complete backups instead of virtual backups
based on incrementals. With a Recovery Appliance scaling up to 18 full racks per appliance the actual
data throughput rate grows to a whopping 216TB/hr actual, or more than 2PBs/hr effective. Very fast
2

Recovery Appliance base configuration of 94TB actual usable capacity, not to be confused with effective capacity of 10 times that
amount, has 2 compute servers and 3 storage servers interconnected via low latency high-speed InfiniBand. Base systems are
upgradeable in place to a full rack of up to 18 storage servers where each on adds an additional 32TB of actual usable capacity,
growing up to 580TB usable (5.8PB effective virtual full backups). Up to 18 full racks are configurable into a single Oracle ZDLRA
appliance with 36 compute servers and 324 storage servers for a total actual usable capacity of 10.44PBs and more than 100PB
effective capacity of virtual full backups.
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data capture indeed. And, the reported data throughput rate is for backups and/or restores which is in
stark contrast to backup applications and target deduplication storage systems which report substantially
faster backup than restore rates (if restore rates are even published).
However, it is the recovery aspect why Oracle named this product the “Zero Data Loss Recovery
Appliance.” That tight engineered integration providing continuous real-time transport of the redo logs to
the Recovery Appliance protects even the most recent transactions. And, with this integration comes
clear visibility into the backup including the ability to provide real-time recovery status of each protected
database. The delta store creates a virtual full Oracle Database that’s time stamped enabling the
Recovery Appliance to recover to any point-in-time using the virtual full plus archived redo backups. The
recovery performance of 12TB/hr per full rack scalable up to 216TB/hr per maximum configured Recovery
Appliance makes it incredibly fast in Oracle Database RTOs. And that kind of performance permits
multiple concurrent Oracle Database recoveries (into the thousands) with relatively fast RTOs that are so
crucially urgent during disaster recoveries. This is what Oracle calls “Cloud Scale Data Protection3.”
Fast RTOs for mission-critical applications are definitely essential. However, they are worthless if the data
itself is corrupted. Recovery Appliance ensures all backup data and redo logs are automatically validated
as they are received and over time as well. The Recovery Appliance additionally safeguards validation
when the data is copied to tape or replicated to another Recovery Appliance4. It’s able to do this because
of that previously discussed exclusive deep Oracle Database integration.
That leaves just one last key data protection requirement from DBAs for mission critical applications—a
reasonable total cost of ownership (TCO). Data protection is a function that has high cost but little value
until a recovery is required. It is a form of insurance. And just like insurance, most DBAs want that cost to
be as low as possible while meeting their objectives and requirements. TCO is also more than simply the
acquisition costs. It includes capital and operating expenditures. The Recovery Appliance achieves a
highly reasonable TCO by:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Consuming minimal storage capacity through virtual backup sets for all incremental backups.
Pushing only changed blocks on the LAN, storage network, and WAN (replication) requiring much
lower bandwidth.
Using standard high performance Ethernet instead of requiring specialized higher cost interconnects
to Oracle Database servers such as Fibre Channel, InfiniBand or FCoE. (FC is optional for copy to tape
operations.)
Requiring no additional Oracle Database licenses to work.
Not requiring any media or backup servers or other disk storage outside of the appliance itself.
Offloading almost all of the backup operations, thereby not using Oracle Database server resources,
and reducing overall Oracle Database server sizing/cost requirements.
Offloading tape archival to low cost tape storage from the production Oracle Database, online, all the
time. This again reduces Oracle Database server resource utilization and cost. The elimination of
having to plan to tape archive reduces overtime costs and improves compliance, which reduces
potential penalties.
Eliminating storage over-provisioning.
Reducing costs through policy based recovery windows and Oracle Database aware space
management. Storage is dynamically allocated to best meet user-defined recovery windows and
aged backup blocks outside of the window are automatically aged out without user-intervention.
Recovery Windows for disk and tape (optional) are defined within Recovery Appliance “Protection
Policies”. The Recovery Appliance comes with four pre-defined Protection Policies, which effectively
define a class of service: Platinum, Gold, Silver, and Bronze. Each has its own recovery window and
may be easily modified by the user and additional protection policies can be created, in effect

3

Oracle “Cloud Scale” also refers to cloud levels of storage capacity.
Recovery Appliance secure replication is utilized to protect against site disasters. It is configurable one-to-one one-way or bidirectionally, and one-to-many (multiple remote sites or cloud configurations). Only changed blocks are replicated. And all
recoveries can be provided from the replicated sites
4
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enabling Data Protection-as-a-Service within an enterprise’s private cloud or as an offering by
cloud/managed service providers.
Providing end-to-end visibility, management, lifecycle, and control from backup initiation via RMAN
to the Recovery Appliance, to a replicated Recovery Appliance, or to tape. Using the Oracle Enterprise
Manager Cloud Control, it eliminates fatal data protection errors, miscommunications, failed
backups, and incredibly costly failed recoveries.
TABLE 1: Oracle Database
& Mission Critical App DP
Requirements

VM
Replication

Storage
Snapshot +
Replication

Target Dedupe
Storage w/SS
Dedupe Agent

ø
ø

√

ø

√

√

√

√

√

ø

ø

ø

ø
ø
ø
ø
ø

Recovery
Appliance

Legacy File
BU/R

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

ø
ø
ø
ø
Some prods.

√

√

ø

√

√

√

√

√

√

ø

√

√

ø

ø

ø

ø

ø

√

ø

√

√

√

ø

√
$$

ø

ø

ø

ø

ø

$$

$$

$$$$$

$$$

$$$$

Configurable to "0" RPOs
Very fast data capture/BU
Very fast RTOs
End-to-end visibility, mgmt,
control
Online w/no disruptions
Application consistent
Backup or copy restore
verification
Oracle Database
recoverability verification
Support 1000s of Oracle
Databases
User defined recovery
policies/Oracle Database
TCO

VM BU/R

Some prods. Some prods.
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Summary
DBAs are frustrated with the current state of the art in Oracle Database and mission-critical application
data protection regardless of what type of data protection system they are using today. From the
traditional file backup and recovery, to more modern implementations such as VM backup and recovery,
VM replication, storage snapshots plus agents (also known as data copy management), or target
deduplication storage systems with source-side deduplication agents, they come up woefully short—even
when integrated as best as they can with Oracle RMAN. Oracle recognized the problem and its
seriousness. As a result, Oracle developed the Recovery Appliance specifically to meet the enterprise’s
Oracle Database and mission critical application data protection requirements. The Recovery Appliance
integrates advanced data protection technologies with Oracle Database and RMAN to:
•

eliminate backup windows, saving valuable people resources for strategic projects

•

deliver sub-second RPO, dramatically reducing data loss,

•

offload most backup processing, minimizing performance impact on production servers,

•

enable restores to any point-in-time with efficiently created Virtual Full Database copies,

•

support user-defined, policy-based recovery windows for each protected database, powering
Data Protection-as-a-Service in private clouds or as offerings by cloud/managed service
providers, and

•

Provide cloud-scale data protection, enabling the protection of thousands of databases in the
data center.

Comparing the Recovery Appliance with alternatives in the table 1 above, Oracle exceeded all
expectations, alleviating DBAs’ frustration and making their lives easier.

For More Information about The Oracle Recovery Appliance
Go to:
https://www.oracle.com/engineered-systems/zero-data-loss-recovery-appliance/index.html
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